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	Text1: 5
	Text2: Summer 1
	Text3: This term our English skills will be taught through cross curricula lessons. Students will develop their independence when working, deciding on appropriate ways of presenting their work.We will continue to develop our language and sentence structure, ensuring appropriate vocabulary is used to suit the genre of writing.Students will research and present information collated about Crisis Earth. They will develop their oracy skills, delivering presentations to the class showing what they have learnt.We will focus on the organisation of writing, ensuring it is structured correctlyand organised into paragraphs. Students will become more confident writing complex, detailed sentences, using punctuation accurately to provide more information.
	Text4: In Mathematics, our main focus this term  will be  Statistics and Analyzing Data. Students will research and collect data relating to our Climate Change topic.This will include: World wide pollution rates, rising sea levels and temperatures over the past 100 years. Students will calculate food miles, measure our carbon footprints and the impact this has on the environment.Students will also investigate electricity usage, oil production and consumption and make  comparisons across countries world wide. Students will then present their findings in a variety of diagrams, tables and graphs.In addition, students will continue to develop their skills in all other areas of  mathematics. This will include: adding, subtracting and multiplying fractions, reflecting and translating shapes, solving problems involving all four operations and investigating Roman Numerals.
	Text6: This term, we are implementing a new style of cross-curricular topic based on Climate Change: What on Earth is Happening? This new style of learning will enable students to focus on specific skills and become confident, independent learners.During our topic, students will investigate the causes and effects of Climate Change and decide whether it is a natural or man made phenomenon. They will research global warming, the green house effect,  different types of pollution, deforestation and the impact these have on humans and wildlife world wide.In addition, students will find out about sustainability.In Art and Design, students will participate in a range of activities relating to Environmental Art. They will create two perspective pictures, using a variety of mediums and will use photography and digital media to create posters, relating to the local environment.
	Text5: Our Science topic is Living Things and their Habitats, which links nicely to our cross-curricular topic.Students will explore and use classification keys to help group, identify and name a variety of living things in their local and wider environment. They will recognise that environments can change, which can sometimes pose dangers to living things. They will learn how living things are classified into broad groups according to common observable characteristics and based on similarities and differences. In addition, students will investigate Renewable and Non-Renewable Energy, in particular Fossil Fuels and water filtration. They will carry out scientific research and enquiry into the destruction of habitats and endangered species. Finally, they will investigate  world wide conservation projects and how these can make a difference.


